Students petition capital  
by Caroline Paras

The Committee to Save Summer Quarter is seeking the support of Cal Poly students.

For quarter, student senator and chairman of the new committee, said tables will be set up in the library lobby and the University Union plaza for students who are registered voters to come by and sign a petition.

The petition states: "We, the undersigned, are registered voters in the state of California and are opposed to the elimination of summer quarter at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo."

Kimbrell said the committee is urging students to write letters to their state legislators. He also encouraged students to solicit their parents to write congressmen.

Form letters, which are preprinted letters stating support of summer quarter, will be available for students to sign at the tables. Kimbrell said these letters will be used only as a last resort.

"Our goals are to take action and show the government and the legislature that we have different conditions here at Cal Poly that need to be addressed," Kimbrell said.

The committee is also soliciting the support of alumni, club organizations, the San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce, the city of San Luis Obispo and San Luis Obispo businesses.

Kimbrell said the cancellation of summer quarter would affect the city because it is a student community. He said it is a business that has been established to accommodate student need.

Other implications of the cancellation of summer quarter are: summer programs being dropped, upper division courses becoming more impacted and graduation postponement for many students.

Kimbrell also said the cancellation of summer quarter would limit enrollment, cause faculty retention problems, cause many students to attend community colleges to get lower division classes and have fewer students taking advantage of quarter programs such as Cooperative Education and internship programs.

The committee is seeking students to work at tables in the library and University Union plaza. Contact Kimbrell or Al Rodriguez in the ASI office, located in the UC.
American Heart Association
Join with the American Heart Association and the Creamery for the first annual "Love Run." Saturday, Feb. 12. The 10K run will begin at 9 a.m. at the Creamery. Registration begins at 7:30 a.m. Entry fee is $5. Prizes will be awarded to the top three winners in each division. Pre-registration information is available Jan. 28, Feb. 1, 2 and 3, and Feb. 8, 9 and 10 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. includes a door prize and hors d'oeuvres.

Validity of the Bible
Have you been wondering if the Bible is valid? Nick Brown, Poly Physics professor, will be speaking on Monday, Jan. 31 in Graphic Arts Room 314 at 7:15 p.m. The speech is being sponsored by Poly Christian Fellowship.

Gymnastic Workouts
Everyone is welcome to work out at their own pace with the gymnastic club Monday through Thursday at Crandall Gym from 5-7 p.m. The trampoline, parallel bars, rings, and floor mats are available.
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An Orthodox Christian Retreat will be held Saturday, Jan. 29, in Santa Maria. The main theme is "Personal Prayer." For more information and carpool, contact Pete at 545-2434.
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Try one of four new fish dinners at Vista Grande
Dinner served from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Announcing IBM's Technical Career Information and Sign-Up Day
Tuesday, February 1, 1983
9:00 am-4:00 pm
Mustang Lounge

BS/MS in EE, ME, IE, CS and Math.

Come informally any time during the day and learn about career opportunities in IBM from many different locations throughout the country. Then sign-up on interview schedules of your choice for formal interviews which will take place on February 14.

Interviews for careers in Marketing will be scheduled by the Placement Center.

No long lines. No overflows. No missed opportunities.

Refreshments will be served.

Bring Personal Data Sheets or Resumes for admittance.

U.S. Citizenship or permanent residence required for interviews.

IBM.
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Help the fight against Cystic Fibrosis
Sponsor
the Alpha Chi Omega—Delta Sigma Phi

Skate-a-thon

We would like to thank the following sponsors:
- Maloney's Gym
- Boo Boo Records
- Swenson's
- Wine Street Inn
- Hair Naturally
- Madonna Theater
- Cal Photo
- Top Stop Shop
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You've Learned the Theory.
Now Get the Experience.

Colleges teach you theory. GTE Communications Transmission Systems lets you put those theories into practice in the dynamic real world of telecommunications.

We make a wide array of telecommunications products, from advanced PABX telephone consoles to sophisticated fiber optic systems, innovative products designed for the Information Era.

This breadth of business provides new graduates with valuable training opportunities. Engineering professors gain experience in a variety of technologies from analog circuitry to satellites. Manufacturing engineers have a variety of challenges in modern facilities in the Southwest. Data processing and financial professionals are involved in the management of a growing high technology company.

So, if you're looking to put all that theory into practice, go ahead and try us - GTE Communications Transmission Systems.

Our representatives will be on campus February 2, 1983
Sign up now at your Placement Office for your interview. Or, if you prefer, send a letter and resume to: Communications Transmission Systems, College Relations, GTE, 10 O'Farrell Place, San Carlos, California 94070. We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h.
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Aids reduced if budget cuts will take effect

From page 1

Fee increases for students will start in spring quarter, followed soon after by cuts in services. But problems for faculty may be right around the corner.

The biggest problem for faculty may come if the summer quarter is canceled. "If the summer quarter is not restored, there would be an estimated loss of 120 positions, including approximately 72 faculty positions," said James Lanwitt, director of Business Affairs at Cal Poly. "The summer quarter is the major issue," he added.

Athletic fee plan killed

From page 1

offset travel expenses was not an "emergency item." Dickey said the Finance Committee discussed the request and voted not to grant it.

Heaston told the senate that as the past director of Intramurals, he felt the conference was a worthwhile experience. He urged support of granting the request.

A motion was made to authorize the contingency request and it was passed on a 19-3-2 vote.

Other actions taken by the Senate include:

—unanimous approval to give support to the Committee to Save Summer Quarter (see related story).

Travel Faire offers tourist tips

For college students, now may very well be the cheapest time to travel with all the student discounts offered by the University Union Travel Center.

The center will be sponsoring its annual Travel Faire Jan. 28, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in IU 220 where students can explore the money-saving travel packages available to them.

Throughout the day, there will be lots of information on low-cost world travel with tips offered on specific areas around the world. Students may learn more about services offered by the center such as International Student Cards, American Youth Hostel Cards and passports.

A Kon-Tiki film will be shown, as well slides on Europe, Mexico, Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, the Western United States, and Hong Kong.
American Family Fireworks in the Heart of the Heartland

by Lanford Wilson
Author of "Talley's Folly"
(Contains strong language and adult situations)

ON STAGE
JAN. 25 - FEB. 5
8:00 P.M. EVENINGS • 2:00 P.M. MATINEES

PCPA THEATERFEST
SANTA MARIA

TICKETS BY PHONE 922-8313
Tickets also available at Cheap Thrills Records, 879 Higuera; Citicorp Savings, 742 Marsh Street; The Cone Ranger, 239A Madonna Plaza, S.L.O.

ENTERTAINMENT

GIVE MORE THAN LOVE
GIVE LIFE
BE A VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DONOR

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 1st
9am-2pm
IN CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
TRI COUNTIES BLOOD BANK
IM P O R T A N T 
FIN A N C I A L A I D D E A D L IN E S
FOR THE REMAINING ACADEMIC YEAR — 1982-83

1. PELL GRANT
(formerly
Basic Grant)
FEDERAL
NON-
REPAYABLE
GRANT PROGRAM
March 15, 1983

2. GSL
(Reserved
Student Loan)
REPAYABLE LOAN PRO-
GRAM
March 1, 1983

FOR THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84

1. Financial Aid
National Direct Student
Loan
March 1, 1983
(Supplemental Grant
State Educational
Opportunity Grant
College Work-Study
Pell Grant

2. Cal Grants
State Grant Program
New or initial applicants
February 9, 1983
Renewals to the State
Grant Programs
March 25, 1983

3. GSL
For Summer 1983 applica-
tions check with the Finan-
cial Aid Office
June 1, 1983
For Fall 1983 applications
check with the Financial Aid
Office
June 1, 1983

4. Pell Grant
For a Pell Grant only
March 15, 1984

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL OFFICE
ADM 128

MARK OF A LEADER

Caxton’s movable type completely changed English society.

In 1475, when William Caxton printed the first English book, he
set in motion a revolution in communication. The free flow
of ideas makes constant change inevitable. The
Northern Telecom started its own
calm revolution, one that’s a
radically different way the ideas we
are communicating. We were the first
company to design and produce a full
line of digital switching systems, the
telecommunications technology that
transmits both voice and data with
digital signals.

Our success convinced many skeptics that digital communications
was truly the wave of the future. As
packets of digital networks
grow, an international web of
telecommunication systems
grows. Instantaneous access to
global data banks is becoming
a reality.

Today, Northern Telecom is a
world leader in digital switching systems, in related technologies —
fiber optics, large-scale integrated
circuits — and in electronic
office systems.

By merging computers and telecommunications,
Northern Telecom is
changing the way
the world communicates.

What we’ve accomplished so far is
just the beginning. We’re looking for
creative people who want to be a
part of our growth. If you want a
career that combines stability,
creativity, and limitless opportunity,
you really should talk with us.

You can make your mark in the
Intelligent Universe.

See your placement office to
schedule an interview with our
Division Representative from Business Communications/
Santa Clara, on campus
February 11.

For more information, send a
resume or a letter to Northern
Telecom Inc., Human Resources,
2006 Mission College Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050.

An equal opportunity employer m/f/h

Men, women pump up for Fresno meet
by Teresa Mariani
Staff Writer

Rain or no rain, Cal Poly's swim meet against Division I Fresno State this Saturday is going to be a tough one, said coaches for men's and the women's teams. 

Women's coach Duane McRoy expects his swimmers to make their fastest times of the season at the Fresno meet. McRoy said the women's team is rested and healthy.

"We've been gearing for this meet all week," McRoy said. "Nobody's scared—everybody's pumped up for it."

For the men's team, Saturday's meet is a chance to get even with Fresno, which beat Cal Poly last year.

"Our guys would like to turn the table on Fresno," men's coach Mike Smithers said. "They're swimming faster than they have all season. Their spirits are up. I think they're going to do it."

It's also a chance, the men said, to show the university administration they don't plan to follow the Water Polo team to a watery grave.

They want to prove something—that with all the turmoil this past quarter—the coach resigning, having a new coach and not having a new coach, having a (financed) program and not having a program—that Cal Poly swimming is tough. It's here to stay," Smithers said.

Both coaches expect some of their swimmers to qualify for nationals at the Fresno meet and place in the top 10 there. Women's swimmers Ann Steir and Anne Shaffer have already qualified for the Division II NCAA championships in March.

"The men look really strong," McRoy said. "We're rated 8th or 6th by Swimming World. I think we're going to sneak up into the top three. The guys have the talent."

Both coaches said the presence of a supportive crowd at the Saturday meet is what the swimmers need to help them beat Fresno.

"We can beat them," Smithers said. "The guys think so. But they need support."

McRoy agreed. "It makes the work they do a little easier when they see someone supporting them and yelling for them," he said.

McRoy needs people to help time the races at the meet, because he can't run it without them. "That's a definite plea for timers," he said.

The Cal Poly-Fresno State meet begins at 11 a.m. Saturday at Crandall Pool.

Men's volleyball lives, takes NorCal Tourney

Men's volleyball is alive and well and winning at Cal Poly.

The team, now officially a club because budget cuts dropped it from the athletic department last year, still kept its winning reputation intact by taking the NorCal Tournament last weekend in Santa Clara University, up Santa Crux, UC Davis and Chico State. While Cal Poly defeated Humboldt in the semifinals, Sacramento State beat Fresno, making for the grudge match. Which Cal Poly, as it had for three straight years, won, downing Sac State in two-of-three, 11-8, 8-11, 11-6.
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Women travel, hope to raise win mark

The Cal Poly women's basketball team will try and stretch its modest one-game win streak here tonight at 7:30 when the Mustangs visit Chapman College in a California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) play. Poly continues league activity Saturday evening at Cal State Dominguez Hills.

Chapman is coming off two CCAA losses—68-46 to Cal Poly Pomona and 79-77 to UC-Riverside. Dominguez Hills split a pair with the same teams, beating Riverside, 79-66, and losing to Pomona, 99-66. Chapman is 12-6 and 5-1 in the CCAA. Dominguez Hills is 6-6 on the year, 3-3 in league. The Mustangs are 6-3 and 1-3.

Of Chapman's five starters, four average in double figures. Leading the way for the Panthers is Loren Peterson at 14.2. Junior transfer Leslie Hayes is averaging 13.2 points and 11.4 rebounds a contest. Guard Rhonda and Cal State Dominguez Hills bring their running styles into the Main Gym for 7:30 games.

The Panthers of Chapman are a step behind Poly and Bakersfield in the CCAA race with a 5-1 league mark and have an opportunity to pull even this weekend—if they beat both teams.

That sounds like a tall order, but Chapman is one team that could do it. Four Panthers average at least five rebounds and at least a point a game, the best of whom are 5'4" guard Nigel Wallace (16.7 ppg and 6.9 rpg) and 5'5" forward Homer Kelly (14.5 ppg and 4.7 rpg).

Unfortunately for both Chapman and Dominguez Hills, this weekend will be crucial. Both teams are on the road and will go against the first- and second-best (Bakersfield and Chapman) Division II teams in the nation.

For Poly, 14-4 overall and 4-0 in league, the story is defense. They give up just 54.3 points a game, and both teams average 16.8 steals and 21.7 turnovers.

Offensively, Alaz Lambertson leads Poly in scoring (10.1 ppg), as he has all season. Chaps behind him are Roland Lakes (9.6 ppg) and Mike Franklin (9.5 ppg). Frankline, Chris Thomas and Tom Perkins are rebounding with about five caroms apiece. Bakersfield hands the Mustangs a league-leading 5.4 assists per game.

The Mustangs have momentum on their side, after an eight-game stretch, and, should they win against Chapman through this weekend without a loss, would face the Roadrunners in a Friday night in the Main Gym. Visions of Affirmed and Aylard.

In the meantime, Mustang mentor Ernie Washburn will focus his attention on staying close in the CCAA lead. "I would imagine we'll get good crowds and good support this weekend," he said. "The games ought to be very intense."
Take the money...

Saying that he would probably be bringing charges of unfairness raining down upon him, President Reagan told a business group Monday that the corporate income tax was “very hard to justify” and should probably be abolished. Well, here we go, playing into Reagan’s hand.

Welcome to the “trickle-down” theory of income tax payment. According to Reagan, if the U.S. government abolishes the corporate income tax, the companies will have more money to pass on to shareholders who will in turn pay higher personal income tax.

Corporate income tax is already a largely circumvented requirement of business. Large corporations who could pay the government spend much less on tax lawyers to figure out the loopholes. Also, considering corporate compliance with the reasoning behind earlier business tax cuts, we should not expect much better this time. The “trickle-down” theory of economics—which postulated that as corporate taxes were lowered, business would invest more money and thus provide more jobs—is the biggest joke of this administration.

Most likely, the money will simply go into reserves or be used for conglomerate investments that simply increase the holdings of the company without creating new industry or jobs.

What Reagan needs to do is create a simpler, more progressive tax structure, as he is proposing for personal income tax. Reagan has proposed a flat-rate system for personal income tax, while removing many of the loopholes that allow wealthy taxpayers to trim their bill. We disagree with the flat rates because giving up $1,000 out of an annual salary of $10,000 hurts more than being left with $90,000 after taxing ten percent of $100,000.

But the simplification is the most important aspect of needed tax reform. We keep telling them how much you want, what the rates are for the company’s income level, and what few things they can claim deductions for. Then let them pay.

Businesses have already proved their unwillingness to risk money saved through tax cuts on new investments. We do not think they will do the same with no tax at all, or return savings to shareholders. Reagan’s expectations are misplaced and his suggested method of gaining more tax revenue is useless.

Until a straight, consistent, no-nonsense corporate tax structure is created, the deficit of this country will receive no relief.

The Last Word:

Ronnie’s GPA: 2.5

It’s now exactly two years since Ronald Reagan was inaugurated. Two years, the halfway point. Now let’s take a look at how Ronnie’s doing.

First, let’s look at what Reagan started with: office. Just 24 months ago we had 53 Americans living in the White House. Today, the gap in Iran, interest rates were over 20 percent, inflation was over 12 percent and there was a generally gloomy attitude across the country.

Today the gloomy attitude is still there but all else has changed. Reagan promised us a change and we got it.

Among the promises were lower taxes, a stronger national defense, less spending, prune social programs, more freedom (responsibility) to the states, a more vigorous foreign defense policy, less tape for businesses, a balanced budget, and his number one priority at the outset, to reduce inflation.

On the balance he’s doing most of what he set out to do. The big success has been cutting inflation in half, and indeed, prime interest rates are down to almost half of what they were. The big failure has been the war in Iran, which doubled last year and threatens to do the same again this year.

On an international level, the world Reagan stepped into has changed dramatically. Japan is now Germany, the U.S.S.R. France, Mexico, and Poland. Everybody seems to be as new as Ronnie himself.

This fact makes life difficult in some respects and yet offers opportunities in others. This is the difficult task is for everybody to get to know how the others think. The opportunity is there to build up a new approach in which men who don’t have to reverse a policy to the other.

In light of this, Reagan has done an extremely average job. Nothing outstandingly great, yet nothing bad either.

In the realm of arms negotiations, Reagan has played a very rigid hard. His approach is an either/or situation; sign a verifiable arms reduction with the Russians or we continue to build more weapons. The ball is being placed in the U.S.S.R.’s court. Either they start setting civil and agree to significant arms reductions or Reagan will hire back Al Haig. Actually it’s beginning to work; the Russians have made some recent overtures that two years ago would have seemed impossible. Now Ronnie should push forward and make an arm deal.

Midterm grades:

Economics: “A” for effort, “C” for execution
Foreign Affairs: “D”
Compromise: “D”
Public Relations: “A”
Dealing with Congress: “A”
Poliﬁlﬁng promises: “B”
Listening to Democrats: “F”
All in all, there are a lot of good things that can come about as a result of old Ronnie’s first two years, and anybody who disagrees with Ronnie and I probably eats quiche.

William E. Zellner is a 6th year Ar- chitecture student and member of the debate team.

Letters

Individuals and the greeks

Editor:

The ancient Greeks based their philosophy on the sanctity of the individual. Complete development of the individual to his full potential was the highest of priorities. “Know thyself,” they said, epitomizing the responsibility each person owes to himself. This is a truly valuable lesson each of us should consider.

So what about the so-called “greeks” of today? The “greek system” at Cal Poly uses the Greek letters...but what about their philosophy? Isn’t this the most valuable thing we can learn from the Greeks? The Greek system here emphasizes the importance of the group over that of the individual as opposed to the teachings of the Greeks. We no longer ask, “What is your name?”, rather, “What letters do you wear?”

The greeks here worry about the “image” of their respective fraternity or society and then hide behind this stereotype. When one looks at the campus as a whole, we can find a tremendous diversity of people. But when we look at the brothers and sisters of the greek system we find, with a few notable exceptions, an almost homogeneous whole. An unnaturally large percentage listen to the same music, dress in the same fashion, and eat hunch in the same place. Where is the Greek individualism? Some fraternities and sororities require their “pledges” to conduct “interviews” with the “active” members of their group. It seems this is the best way to get rather boring for the pledges since all the answers will, in essence be the same. This doesn’t mean they have nothing to say...but ask yourselves honestly, do the questions you ask really tell you anything meaningful about that person?

This letter is not aimed at any particular individual in the system because I don’t feel individuals are involved. I’m sure everyone involved, if approached on a one-on-one basis, would have a lot to say. My experiences would back this up. It’s just that they are being bred behind a facade and this facade more often than not encroaches on the truly beautiful view of the individual. Life is meaningless without contrast and people are meaningless without the differences between them. Any institution which by its nature covers up any of these differences is not doing us any service and is certainly not following in the tradition of the Greeks.

I don’t question whether you have fun and make a great quantity of new friends, but do you truly deserve the same “Greek”? Don’t abandon the idea of gathering together with those who share common interests and viewpoints, but do ask yourself whether or not you are on a path which will allow you to truly “know thyself”.

A disillusioned “greek”